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Overview
The Digital Documents Processor enables you to leverage intelligent document
automation to reduce errors, boost productivity and maximize business outcomes.

Easy to use, this automation processor allows you to automatically generate dynamic,
personalized & accurate essential business documents – including customized
contracts and agreements, by merging real-time data. You can later use these
documents in digital journeys to minimize the paperless flows, reducing workload and
completion times, as well as increasing the customer’s satisfaction.

Installation
FintechOS Studio comes with the Digital Documents Processor automation processor
pre-installed.

Applications
The Digital Documents Processor can facilitate business processes, such as:

l Customer onboarding

l Account opening

l Policy application

l Retail Current Account Onboarding

l Loan applications.
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Set Up a Digital Document
Digital documents require as a prerequisite the creation of a report as well. To do so:

1. Create a file-type attribute within the entity you wish to attach the document.

2. Open the Analytics main menu, select Report item.

3. The Add report page will open. Fill in the following fields:

Field Description

Name Insert an appropriate name for the report.

Display Name This name will be displayed in the UI.

Scope Select the scope ''Entity''.

Type Select the type ''Document''.

Entity
Select the name of the entity from where to use the tokens and

to where store the actual document.

Output

Method
Select ''Attach to entity.''

Destination

Field

Select the name of the attribute created in step 1.

IMPORTANT!
It must be ''file'' type.

Destination

Field Name
Insert the name of the file that will be created.

Report
Document
Type

Select the type of extenson the document will be:

l DOCX

l PDF.

4. Click the Save and reload button.
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5. Click the Report Item to insert the configuration for the fields:

Field Description

Name Insert a name for the item.

StartDate Select a start date from when the item is available.

Enddate Select an end date from when the item is no longer valid.

Report

Document

Select the template or create a new one. For details, see " 1 Create a

document template" below.

isDefault True, then the item is the default one for the report.

Report
This field is read-only. It is automatically filled with the name of the

report created in the previous table.

6. Click the Save and reload button.

1 Create a document template
Before creating a digital document in FintechOS Studio, you should create a document
template using MS Word.

IMPORTANT! To avoid breaking the generated digital documents, when creating
the document templates, make sure that:

l you remove all comments.

l to accept all changes (if any) and stop tracking changes.

l the signature details fit within the page, always center the signature token.

When creating the document template, you can use token fields for the fields and
table tokens which will be automatically filled-in with data from the DB (if the proper
SQL procedures are defined and linked to the digital document).
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Use token fields
A token field is a text field that includes a block of text (token) that can be easily
selected and manipulated.

To use token fields within your report document template, include them within curly
brackets {} without leading or trailing spaces.

NOTE The token names must be identical with the attributes name.

The figure below shows an example of a report document template.
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Use token tables
In case of a table token, the SQL procedure call must contain two select queries:

l The first SELECT should follow this pattern: SELECT 'tokenName' as 'table' to specify that

the 'tokenName' token represents a table.
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l The second SELECT will return effective data for the table. The document table columns

name will be identical to the attributes name returned by query.

Format tables in document templates
You have various posibiltities to format tables in document templates: table size,
border size, cell padding, add/delete header and border color. You can also include
datasets within the table by using table tokens which you handle via SQL procedures.

When creating the document template, format the tables as needed.

To automatically fill-in table rows with data from the DB, add a new row to the table
and provide the table token in the following format: {nameTable.aliasColumn}.

Example
How to configure a table in the .docx template:

HEADER col 1 Header col 2 Header col3
{table2.col1} {table2.col2} Static text

{table1.column1} {table1.column1} {table1.column1}

This row will be replaced by the data returned as per the provided SQL
procedure. You will provide both nameTable and aliasColumn in the SQL
procedure.

SQL procedure

CREATE PROCEDURE [dbo].[uspTest]
@Id uniqueidentifier

AS
BEGIN

--the first data set should return only one row
select 1 as 'abc'

select 'table1' as 'table' –nameTable
-- data set for table1
select name as column1

    ,createdOn as column2
from ebs.TestTable1
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select 'table2' as 'table' –nameTable
-- data set for table2
select ContractName as col1

    ,CreatedDate as col2
from Ebs.Contract

END

Table from the generated document based on the SQL procedure provided in the
example above

HEADER col 1 Header col 2 Header col3
Test1 TestCol2 Static text
Test2 Test2Col2 Static text

Table1 Info
Table1 Info 2
Table1 Info 3

NOTE

l There shall be only one nameTable per table row, otherwise, the

rows will be duplicated based on the data from the first table

provided in the SQL procedure.

l You can add as many nameTable tags in a table as long as they

are on different rows.

l If the procedure returns no dataset, the row is removed from the

table within the template which contains the specific tag.

Table from the document generated with dataset table2 with no rows

HEADER col 1 Header col 2 Header col3

Table1 Info
Table1 Info 2
Table1 Info 3
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Show or hide objects in document templates
You can show or hide/remove objects (that is, paragraphs or tables) in the Word
document templates.

To do so, use the following token: {show=var1}, where var1 is provided in the SQL
procedure in the first dataset.

In the SQL procedure, the possible values for var1 are 1 ( show object) and 0 (hide
object); whereas, the default value is 1.

If var1value is not provided within the first dataset of the procedure, the object will be
displayed.

To hide an object, in the SQL procedure set the value of var1 to 0.

Example
Word document template with the show token:

{Show=var1}

• {table2.col1} {table2.col2}

{table1.col1}

SQL procedure with var 1 set to value 1

ALTER PROCEDURE [dbo].[testDocReport]
@Id uniqueidentifier

AS
BEGIN

select 'Doc00001' as 'DocumentNo'
    , 'NEW_Doc00001' as 'FtosReportFileName'
    ,1 as 'var1'

select 'table1' as 'table'
-- data set for table1
select 1 as 'col1'

    ,2 as col2
    ,3 as col1

from ebs.Test
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select 'table2' as 'table'
-- data set for table2
select 2 as 'col1'

    ,1 as col2
from ebs.Test

END

The document generated based on the template and SQL procedure provided in the
previous examples looks like this:

• Contract1 Test 1

{table1.col1}

2 Create Digital Document
In FintechOS Studio, you can create three types of digital documents based on the data
source used upon document generation, as follows:

l Stored SQL procedures - gathers data from a stored SQL procedure.

l Entities - gathers data from the entity on which the digital document is generated.

l Fetch collections - gathers data as per defined fetch collection.

For information on how to add and configure digital documents, see below the section
corresponding to the data source that you want to use:
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Creating Digital Documents using SQL Procedures
During this configurations, the document is created based on the template attached
while gathering the source data for a SQL procedure, batch of statements grouped as
a logical unit and stored in the database with parameters or one at all.

Prerequisites

l You should have created the SQL procedure that you want to use when creating the

report document.

l The SQL procedure should control the Date and Numeric formatting (culture specific).

Add a digital document using SQL Procedure

1. Open FintechOS Studio in developer mode.

2. Click the Main Menu icon ( ) at the top left corner.

3. Click Fintech Automation > Digital Documents. The Digital Documents List page

appears.

4. At the top-right corner of the page, click the Insert icon ( ). The Add Digital Document

page appears.

5. Enter a Name for the digital document.

6. By default, the selected Data Source Type is Stored SQL Procedure. Leave it as is.

7. In the Stored procedure field, provide the name of the SQL procedure following this

convention: procedure_name_as_stored_in_DB @Id @EntityName @UserId

8. In the Template field, upload the document template to be used . The word document

will be uploaded into the system and linked to the current digital document.
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The uploaded document template is saved into the "DocumentReportTemplates" folder

which is a sub-folder of "UploadEbs".

9. Click the Save and Close button ( ) at the top right corner of the page.

The following parameters of the stored SQL procedure are automatically mapped to
specific values, as described in the table below.

Parameter Value mapped to

@Id The record ID of the entity item that has the Report linked to the Report
Document.

@EntityName The name of the entity that has the Report linked to the Report Document;
@UserId The ID of the user that runs the Report linked to the Report Document.

Creating Digital Documents using Entity Data
During this configurations, the document is created based on the template attached
while gathering the source data for an entity and its attributes.

1. Open FintechOS Studio.

2. Click the Main Menu icon ( ) at the top left corner.

3. Click Fintech Automation > Digital Documents. The Digital Documents List page

appears.
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4. At the top-right corner of the page, click the Insert icon ( ). The Add Digital Document

page appears.

5. Enter a Name for the digital document.

6. From the Data Source Typefield, select Entity.

7. Optionally, from the Date and Numeric Formatting field, select the culture that will

apply to dates and numbers.

8. In the Template field, upload the document template to be used . The word document

will be uploaded into the system and linked to the current digital document.

The uploaded document template is saved into the "DocumentReportTemplates" folder

which is a sub-folder of "UploadEbs".

9. Click the Save and Close button ( ) at the top right corner of the page.

Creating Digital Documents using Fetch Data
During this configurations, the document is created based on the template attached
while gathering the source data using Fetch Designer, a FintechOS Studio feature
which pulls data in a no-code manner. It can join entities while adding conditions with
the operands ''AND'' and ''OR''.
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1 Add digital document

1. Open FintechOS Studio in developer mode.

2. Click the Main Menu icon ( ) at the top left corner.

3. Click Fintech Automation > Digital Documents. The Digital Documents List page

appears.

4. At the top-right corner of the page, click the Insert icon ( ). The Add Digital Document

page appears.

5. Enter a Name for the digital document.

6. From the Data Source Type field, select Fetch collection.

7. Optionally, from the Date and Numeric Formatting field, select the culture that will

apply to dates and numbers.

8. In the Template field, upload the document template to be used . The word document

will be uploaded into the system and linked to the current digital document.

The uploaded document template is saved into the "DocumentReportTemplates"
folder which is a sub-folder of "UploadEbs".

9. Click the Save and Reload button ( ) at the top right corner of the page.The Edit Digital

Document page appears.
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IMPORTANT! You have to define at least one fetch; otherwise the
digital document cannot be generated.

The digital document will get its data from the entity record that is opened when
generating the document.

2 Define fetches

Prerequisites

l Make sure that there are at least two entities in the system.

l Create relationships between the entities on which you do the fetch.

l Add custom attributes to each entity for which you do the fetch; the attributes that you

will use when defining the fetch.

For more information on entities, attributes and relationships, see the FintechOS
Studio User Guide, section Data Model Explorer.

To define a fetch, follow these steps:

1. In the Edit Digital Document page, scroll-down to the Fetch Collection section and click

the Insert button. The Add Fetch Definition page appears.

2. Enter a Name for the digital document.

3. In the Fetch definition field, fetch the data which will be used for generating the report.

To retrieve the value of a document parameter (when the document is
generated, use the getParameter function.

Example: Retrieve the value of document
parameter param1

var p1 = getParameter("param1");
return {

"entity": {
"alias": "base",
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"name": "entity",
"attributelist": [

{
"name": "displayName",
"alias": "",
"attributeType": 3

                    },
{

"name": "name",
"alias": "",
"attributeType": 3

        }
    ]
    },

"where": {
"type": "and",
"conditionlist": [

{
"first": "base.tableName",
"type": "equals",
"second": "val(" + p1+ ")"

                    }
        ]
    }
}

You can also define a fetch by using the Fetch Designer (clicking the Show Fetch

Designer button). For information on how to use the Fetch Designer, see the FintechOS

Studio User Guide, section Fetching Entity Data.

4. Te fetch definition is saved into the system and it displays in the Fetch Collection

section.

The following fetch parameters are automatically mapped to specific values, as
described in the table below.

Parameter Value mapped to

Id The record ID of the entity item that has the Report
linked to the Report Document.
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EntityName The name of the entity that has the Report linked to the
Report Document;

UserId The ID of the user that runs the Report linked to the
Report Document.

3 Set the fetch collection execution order

If you have multiple fetches defined in the Fetch Collection, you can set their
execution order by drag and dropping rows in the Fetch Collection section, whereas
the first fetch has the order index 1, that is, will be executed first.

The placeholders in the document template (word document) will be replaced
following these rules:

1. The first fetch (with order index 1), will always return one record which is used to define

the Headers.

l If the fetch attribute does not have an alias, then the placeholder name is based

on entity alias and fetch attribute name. The format is {entityalias_

attributename};

l If the fetch attribute has an alias then the placeholder is the alias, {alias};

Using the example above: for the “name” attribute the placeholder should
be {base_name} and for “entityid“ attribute the placeholder should be
{exampleAlias}.

2. Fetches other then the first one (with order index higher than 1) will be used to

populate tables; therefore, they migtht return many records.

l If the fetch attribute does not have an alias then the placeholder name is based

on fetch name, entity alias and fetch attribute name. The format is

{fetchname.entityalias_attributename};

l If the fetch attribute has an alias then the placeholder name is based on fetch

name and attribute alias, {fetchname.alias};
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Attach a Report to the
Entity pointing to the
Document
To create a document successfully, the user needs to create a report type ''document''
where a report item will be added.

1. Open FintechOS Studio.

2. Click the Main Menu icon ( ) at the top left corner.

3. Click Evolutive Data Core > Data Model Explorer. The Business Entities List page

appears.

4. Search for the entity the user wishes to attach the document to. Double-click the entity

to open its configurations.

5. Navigate to the Data Model where the attributes are.

6. At the top of the grid, click the Insert icon ( ).
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7. Fill in the fields for the attribute where the documents will be stored.

Field
Data
type

Description

Name Text Insert a suggestive name.

Attribute

type

Option
set

Select from the from-down list, the File type.

Display

name
Text Insert a suggestive name.

Description
Text
Area

Insert a suggestive description.

Tooltip
Text
Area

Insert a message to be rendered on the field when

hovering over it.

Table

column

name

Text This field is automatically filled in.

Restrict files

number
Boolean

If true, then the number of files to be stored here is

restricted to a specific number, e.g. 10578 documents.

Maximum

number of

files

Whole
number

If the boolean from above is true, insert the number

here. If false, ignore this field.

Required

Level

Option
set

Select where this attribute is required in a data
form:

l none

l recommended

l required.

Is readonly Boolean If true the field cannot be modified.
Is
securable

Boolean
If true, only the specific security roles are allowed
to see it. For details, see Creating Security Roles.
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8. Click the Save and Close button ( ) at the top right corner of the page.

9. Navigate to Reporting & Analytics.

10. Select Reports. The Reports List page appears.

11. Click the Insert button. The Add Report page appears.

Field
Data
type

Description

Name Text Insert a suggestive name.

Display name Text Insert a suggestive name.

Scope
Option

set
Select Entity.

Type
Option

set
Select Document.

Entity Lookup
Select the entity where the user inserted the

attribute - type file.

Output

method

Option

set
Select attach to entity.

Destination

field
Text

Insert the name of the attribute- type file- created

earlier.

Destination File

Name
Text

It is the name of the folder in the server where the

document will be downloaded.
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Field
Data
type

Description

Report
Document
Type

Option
set

Select PDF.

12. Click the Save and reload button on the right-hand corner of the screen. The Edit report

page will be displayed.

13. To match the documents processor with the report, navigate to the Report items grid.

Click the Insert button to add an item.

14. The page Add Report item is displayed. Fill in the following fields:

Field
Data
type

Description

Name Text Insert a suggestive name.

Start date Date Select the date when the report item will start.

End date Date Select the date when the report item will end.

Report

document
Lookup

Select from the list the document template created in this

automation processor.

Is default Boolean
If the boolean is true, then the document template will

be the default one for this report.

Report Lookup It is automatically filled in with the name from the report.

15. Click the Save and close button.
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Use the Document in the
Form Driven Flow
Calling the generation of a document is possible by:

1. Open FintechOS Studio.

2. Click the Main Menu icon ( ) at the top left corner.

3. Click Digital Journey > Form driven Flow. The Form Driven Flow List page appears.

4. Search for the form driven flow where the user wishes to use the document.

5. Navigate to the Actions tab. Click on it.

6. In the grid, click the Insert button to add a new action.

7. Click the Save button on the right-hand corner of the page.

8. Navigate to the step where the action will take place. Select the step from the Steps tab.

9. Navigate to the UI tab of a particular step. Open the UI designer.
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10. Add a button in the layout. Its configurations open in the right-hand part of the screen.

11. Select the type call form action and in the Select from action field tick the action

created earlier which generates the document.

12. Click the Apply changes, then click Update template, and lastly Save and close.
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Example: Automatically
Generate Customer
Contracts
In this example, we set up a button on a customer edit form that generates a services
agreement automatically populated with the customer's name.

1 Prepare the contract template.
Create a contract template in Microsoft Word. Enclose between curly brackets any
entity attribute names that must be populated automatically. For more details, see " 1
Create a document template" on page 6.
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2 Set up a digital document based on
the contract template.

IMPORTANT!
For the entity you wish to attach the document, create a file-type attribute where to
store the document itself.

Create a new entity-based digital document using the template created at Step 1. For
details, see "Creating Digital Documents using Entity Data" on page 14.
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3 Attach a report to the entity based on
the digital document.

1. Make sure that the target entity (in this case Investor) has a file attribute defined in

which to store the contract (in this case contract).

2. In FintechOS Studio, go to Reporting & Analytics > Reports and create a new report

attached to the contract file storage attribute defined in the target entity.
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l Name – Unique name used to identify the report in the system.

l Display Name – How the report name will be displayed in the user interface.

l Scope – Entity.

l Type – Document.

l Entity – Name of the entity to which you wish to attach the report (in this case

Investor).

l Output Method – Attach to entity.

l Destination Field – Name of the entity attribute that will store the report (in this

case contract). The attribute must be of file type.

l Destination File Name – File name under which the report will be saved.

l Rport Document Type – File type under which the report will be saved.

3. Click the Save and Reload button ( ) at the top right corner of the page.
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4. In the Report Items section, insert a new entry for the digital document you created at

Step 2.

l Name – Enter a custom name for the report item, or leave the default name in

place.

l Start Date and End Date – Upon the report generation, it will gather data within

the specified time interval (between the start date and the end date).

l Report Document – Select the digital document created at Step 2.

l IsDefault – Select the checkbox so that the report item is used when generating

the report.

5. Click the Save and Close button ( ) at the top right corner of the page.
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4 Create a button to generate the
customer contract.

1. In FintechOS Studio, open the customer's entity form or form driven flow where you

want to generate the contract.

2. In the UI designer, add a button to generate the contract.

3. In the Advanced tab, in the After events section, edit the button click event to trigger

the report generation.

/* Click event for the generateCotract button */

$('#generateCotract').on('click', function (event) {
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ebs.callReportByName('wealthManagementContract', formData.id);

});

4. Click the Save and Close button ( ) at the top right corner of the page.

5 How to generate a customer contract
from the user interface

1. Open FintechOS Portal.

2. Open the entity form or form driven flow where the button to generate the customer

contract is located.

3. Make sure the data required to generate the contract is populated and saved (in this

case the name field).

4. Click the button to generate the customer contract.
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5. The customer contract will be generated and saved in the designated file attribute.

6. You can click the file name to download the file locally.
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